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lows. As discussed in June’s monthly commentary, we
added upside calls to several individual industrial equities
and the industrial ETF, on expectations of stronger than
expected earnings and a potential relief rally. We also

,

held upside calls on the SPY given cheap volatility, with
general expectations that stronger than expected earnings would trump any near-term protectionist
rumblings leading markets to climb a “wall of worry”. We have since exited those options positions
on the most recent rally and have added a more defensive positioning into Q3 with more hedging
than we held coming into the quarter.
Not surprisingly, the 5% rally for the S&P 500 from the June lows mirrors the 4% positive estimate
revisions that the S&P 500 has seen since late April. With 2019 S&P 500 earnings estimates moving
higher, the forward P/E multiple of the S&P 500 is now just ~16X, a not particularly expensive to
somewhat middling valuation. We see however a lower likelihood of further positive estimate
revisions at this point given our sense that economic momentum is peaking and tax bene ts are now
properly modeled by the street. This diminishes one source of near-term upside for markets. The
other, valuation upside, seems challenging given Chinese trade concerns are likely to incrementally
worsen into September capping valuation driven upside. These factors have us running a tighter loss
curve than we had entering summer.
Notable Movers and Changes in Positioning
Microsoft: Rallied >10% during July into earnings on expectations of very strong cloud growth, a
dynamic which was con rmed during Q4 earnings. We continue to see our core thesis of DD revenue
growth and stable margins playing out as cloud spending momentum continues.
CSX Corp: We increased our weight in CSX coming into earnings on the expectation that strong
quarterly margin performance would lead to further estimates revisions for 2019. The company beat
both our topline and operating margin expectations during the quarter. With strong margin
performance in the quarter, it looks increasingly possible that 2020 operating ratio targets will be
achieved as much as a year in advance. The stock has rallied 15% post earnings.
Canadian Paci c: We added a position in Canadian Paci c coming into earnings as we thought
strike related earnings risk was well anticipated by investors and that the pullback o ered an
opportune time to add a position given we are bullish on the company’s prospects for 2019 crude by
rail volumes. This factor could o er investors peer leading volume growth and positive estimate
revisions. We also see the upcoming analyst day as a positive catalyst for the company.
Northrop Grumman: After considerably pairing back the position into and after Q1, we exited our

small remaining holdings after Q2. The company has failed to accelerate overall revenue growth to
the degree we envisioned and valuation we feel no longer compensates us for the risk of not being
able to meet street expectations for growth. We are happy with the return on our initial investment
given the equity has rallied >100% since we initiated several years ago.
Facebook: We initiated a small position in Facebook during the Cambridge Analytica debacle with
the thesis that valuation compensated us for the risks of slight downside to earnings growth
assuming some fall-out from the negative publicity. The company rallied >40% o the lows on strong
Q1 earnings, however Q2 saw weaker than expected guidance for 2019 sending the stock down 20
(although the stock has recovered about a third of that since). While the company’s 2018 guidance
for margins was in-line with prior comments, the guidance that 2019 margins implied a continuation
of very high spending trends. We, like many, were surprised by the ramping spending expectations
the company has announced, which if they prove conservative, would imply stronger than expected
margins for 2019. We lowered our weight somewhat post earnings and continue to hold a pro t on
our initial position. We also used the most recent post earnings rally to hedge our position at low
cost by selling out of the money calls to purchase a put spread into October. With the options
wrapper we’ve left ourselves ~10% upside into October with ~10% downside protection, e ectively
hedging some of our gains. Meanwhile, we are waiting for early indications that “stories”
monetization is running ahead of plan or that our initial margin expectations for 2019 numbers are
indeed as achievable as we initially thought they were. Incremental data along these lines may lead
us to consider exiting the entire position. At this juncture we are comfortable with the new risk
pro le given our hedge.
Parex Resources: Parex has been a stellar performer for our energy book over the past 3-4 quarters
but ran into some tougher sledding in July. First the company announced a strategic review to look
at selling its main producing assets while retaining a package of exploratory assets. We see this as
positive given the company’s stellar history of exploratory success and production growth combined
with the fact that its current producing assets should sell for somewhere between $25 and $30 a
share. The market though didn’t like the uncertainty of not knowing when the producing assets
would be sold or at what price and the stock sold o . The sello was exacerbated a few weeks later
when the company announced two exploratory wells had come up dry. Now, this is the oil industry
and exploratory wells come up dry all the time (thus the word “exploratory”) but it doesn’t happen
very often with Parex and on the back of the strategic review announcement, it spooked the market
again. That said, we remain con dent that asset value is well above $25 per share, that the current
process is likely to realize a successful sale and that the strong record of exploratory success will
continue.
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All returns and fund details are a) based on Class/Series F shares/units; b) net of fees; c) annualized if period is

greater than one year; d) as at July 31, 2018; e) inception date for Ninepoint Enhanced Equity Class is
04/16/12. The index for the Ninepoint Enhanced Equity Class; Ninepoint Enhanced Long Short; and Ninepoint
Enhanced Long Short RSP is 50% TSX & 50% S&P 500 (CAD) Blended Index and is computed by Ninepoint Partners
LP based on publicly available index information. The index for the Ninepoint Enhanced US Equity Class is S&P
500 TR USD and is computed by Ninepoint Partners LP based on publicly available index information.
The risks associated with investing in a Fund depend on the securities and assets in which the Fund invests,

based upon the Fund’s particular objectives. There is no assurance that any Fund will achieve its investment
objective, and its net asset value, yield and investment return will uctuate from time to time with market
conditions. There is no guarantee that the full amount of your original investment in a Fund will be returned to
you. The Funds are not insured by the Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation or any other government deposit
insurer. Please read a Fund’s prospectus or o ering memorandum before investing.
Ninepoint Partners LP is the investment manager to the Ninepoint Funds (collectively, the “Funds”). Commissions,
trailing commissions, management fees, performance fees (if any), other charges and expenses all may be
associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the prospectus carefully before investing. The indicated
rate of return for series F units of the Fund for the period ended July 31, 2018 is based on the historical annual
compounded total return including changes in unit value and reinvestment of all distributions and does not take
into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable by any unitholder that
would have reduced returns. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past
performance may not be repeated. The information contained herein does not constitute an o er or solicitation
by anyone in the United States or in any other jurisdiction in which such an o er or solicitation is not authorized
or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an o er or solicitation. Prospective investors who are not
resident in Canada should contact their nancial advisor to determine whether securities of the Fund may be
lawfully sold in their jurisdiction.
The opinions, estimates and projections (“information”) contained within this report are solely those of Ninepoint
Partners LP and are subject to change without notice. Ninepoint Partners makes every e ort to ensure that the
information has been derived from sources believed to be reliable and accurate. However, Ninepoint Partners
assumes no responsibility for any losses or damages, whether direct or indirect, which arise out of the use of this
information. Ninepoint Partners is not under any obligation to update or keep current the information contained
herein. The information should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own
judgment. Please contact your own personal advisor on your particular circumstances. Views expressed regarding
a particular company, security, industry or market sector should not be considered an indication of trading intent
of any investment funds managed by Ninepoint Partners LP. Any reference to a particular company is for
illustrative purposes only and should not to be considered as investment advice or a recommendation to buy or
sell nor should it be considered as an indication of how the portfolio of any investment fund managed by
Ninepoint Partners LP is or will be invested. Ninepoint Partners LP and/or its a liates may collectively bene cially
own/control 1% or more of any class of the equity securities of the issuers mentioned in this report. Ninepoint
Partners LP and/or its a

liates may hold short position in any class of the equity securities of the issuers

mentioned in this report. During the preceding 12 months, Ninepoint Partners LP and/or its a liates may have
received remuneration other than normal course investment advisory or trade execution services from the
issuers mentioned in this report.
Ninepoint Partners LP: Toll Free: 1.866.299.9906. DEALER SERVICES: CIBC Mellon GSSC Record Keeping Services:
Toll Free: 1.877.358.0540

